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counter strike: global offensive is a first-person shooter with multiple
game modes. you can play with friends or get matched up in random
games where youll rotate being on the terrorist and counter terrorist

team. this game takes patience and skills, and you must learn to master
your weapons and eliminate your opponents. counter strike: global

offensive is a free online multiplayer first-person shooter video game
developed and published by valve corporation. it is the first major game in

the counter-strike series after the release of counter-strike: source in
2000, and the first major game in the franchise since valve released half-
life: source in 2004. counter strike: global offensive is a standalone game,
meaning there is no need to purchase counter-strike: source in order to

play the game. in counter strike: global offensive is the first free dlc game.
this is the sequel to the cs 1.6 counter strike. it is the expansion of this
game released in july 2013. it has been developed by valve corporation

and the game features many changes. one of the most noticeable
changes is that the game is set in a futuristic setting. the counter strike

game is about counter strike global offensive is a first-person shooter with
multiple game modes. you can play with friends or get matched up in
random games where youll rotate being on the terrorist and counter

terrorist team. this game takes patience and skills, and you must learn to
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master your weapons and eliminate your opponents. there are two basic
game types: deathmatch and team-based. in the deathmatch mode the
objective is to kill all players on the opposing team before the time runs
out. you win by getting the most points in the game. there are several

different game modes in this game. the most well-known are the
deathmatch and the team-based modes. in the team-based game mode
you and your teammates must destroy their opponents counter-strikes

and the terrorists. you win by eliminating all the teams forces and having
the most points in the game. you can play online or offline. counter strike:

global offensive is a first-person shooter with multiple game modes.
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